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Mission style has withstood the test of time. In homes across America and around the world,

Mission furniture creates a look and feel to a home that few others styles can&#151;elegant and

homey, all at once. This is a classic book of Mission-style furniture, filled with plans for the

do-it-yourselfer and inspiration for architects and designers. Included are chairs, tables, desks,

beds, shelves, and other more unusual items like wastepaper baskets, clocks, music stands, and

even a porch swing. Each project includes a cutting list and detailed, measured drawings of each

furniture piece, as well as the general order of work along with handy finishing tips.
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A mission chair for the dining room, a very comfortable and attractive porch chair, a

well-proportioned mission library table, a beautiful roll top desk, a handsome settee, a mission

sideboardâ€”the projects go on and on, up to nearly 100 of the finest, most desirable pieces of

mission furniture that you could ever want to make. Each project features accurate measured

drawings and an illustration of the completed piece, while all the instructions have been prepared by

experts and written in a clearly understandable style. In addition, all of the furniture is authentic

Mission, actually built during the years around 1910 when this classic how-to manual was first

published.If the projects listed above are not exactly what you had in mind, you might want to

choose from projects such as these: Morris chair; writing desk; bedstead; lawn swing; couch with

cushions; wardrobe; dresser; China closet; serving table; hall clock; bookcase; chafing-dish buffet;



rocking chair; extension dining table; and leather back arm chair.Or start off with one of these

unusual smaller pieces: lamp stand and shade; mission candlestick; mission shaving stand; mission

waste-paper basket; mission plant stand; plate rack; leather-covered footstool; arts-crafts mantel

clock; wall case with mirror door; arts and crafts oil lamp; medicine cabinet; sewing box; umbrella

stand; wall shelf; mission bookrack; and foot warmer.This inexhaustible selection is one that all

woodworkers will want to have. The projects are worthwhile and often challenging, and there are

even special sections explaining some of the techniques used to make Mission furnitureâ€”staining

oak, marking dowel holes, bending wood, and cutting tenons. Antique collectors and historians of

American style will also welcome this edition, and miniaturists will find the measured drawings

invaluable. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

H.H. Windsor was the editor and founder of numerous trade magazines, including Popular

Mechanics Magazine. He was born in Iowa and lived in Chicago until his death in 1924.

Consider one example - a large and complicated sideboard: after a long list of the "stock needed"

and a small sketch of a portion of the sideboard, the bookk simply says "A detailed description is

hardly necessary for such a piece of work as this. Anyone capable of building it, will know the order

of the different operations that are required in its construction". That's it. I am an accomplished

furniture builder who can make a sideboard, but this is not helpful at all- the partial measurements

and partial drawing are so content free you need to completely lay it out yourself - and then what is

the point of the book? Old catalogs with similar black and white sketches and rough measurements

will provide as much information as this book.

The key to a woodworking book publishing old designs is the quality of the plans. In this instance

the plans are pretty good, and the author used color to help the reader distinguish parts. The

disappointment comes from the age of the designs; that is, the tables et al are obviously made in an

era when wood was cheap - at least compared to today. The amount of materials used for most of

the projects is truly prodigious. Legs on some of the side tables take up more material than the top

(for example).Still, it is a book of old designs and you can alter them to use less material or update

the design to be a bit more "modern" without too much trouble. The finishing advice is totally out of

date and the materials used to finish the wood are substandard compared to modern finishing

materials. See Bob Flexner's book on Finishing for top notch advice on that subject. That book is

also available on Kindle.Since the book I purchased is a Kindle edition I worried about being able to



pull up the plans to a size that was readable. There was no problem. The plans easily expand to a

more than full screen size and you can move around over the plans and see them very well in most

cases. I have a Kindle Fire so the color in the plans really helped.AD2

I agree with most of Donald C. Thompson's review, but wanted to add a few points.If you are not

skilled at making furniture, this is not the book for you, because the descriptions on how to make

each project consists solely of a parts list, plus two to three small paragraphs. In some instances the

plans are not accurate. If you are looking for examples of mission furniture, this is a good overview,

but the pictures/illustrations are barely legible and there are many other much better books.In

regards to the binding, this book is of substandard quality. Paying $18-24 for the hardcover version

is not suggested. The binding is that of a cheap child's textbook with a plastic feel. After opening the

book about 4-6 times, the binding is already showing stress. I would suggest purchasing the

paperback version for about $10. I have a huge library of furniture books and furniture plans. As a

note, this is one of many recent books I have purchased that are now printed and bound in China. I

purchase all my books when possible in hardcover format to make them last longer, however in

almost every instance of a hardcover book bound in China, I have been disappointed. The bindings

break very easily on most of these books.

Several projects (200+) of mostly intermediate to high skill level. Seems to be an older book

because there are no color illustrations.. only black and white. There are cut list and directions that

are very detailed. This book is great for the seasoned wood worker or the beginer that is looking for

more challenging projects.

This book is a reproduction of three Popular Mechanics Magazine publications from before WW I, at

the height of the Mission furniture craze. It includes about 100 projects. Each one consists of a parts

list, one to two pages of text (a total of about 200-500 words), a black-and-white shaded drawing of

the finished piece of furniture (sort of like a bad photo) and minimalist plans. The plans are simple

front and side elevations. Don't expect exploded views like one would find in a modern woodworking

magazine.A paragraph from the text for a five-drawer dresser/mirror combination is illustrative of the

brevity of much of the instructions:QUOTE: In working up the various parts, proceed in the usual

manner. If not thoroughly familiar with the various tool processes involved, it will be necessary to

investigate pieces of nearby furniture and to read up some good text dealing with the processes

involved.In other words, don't buy this book if you are a novice woodworker looking to have your



hand held, step-by-step through the construction process.What one really gets with the purchase of

this book are two things. First, an interesting look at turn-of-the-century America and the arts &

crafts period, from the perspective of a middle-class magazine for home craftsmen. Second, one

gets a collection of designs for generic mission or arts & crafts furniture. To me, the vast majority of

the designs are unappealing. At best, they seem just a little off target, as though a high-school

woodshop class student were given an assignment to make an original mission furniture piece.

However, there are a few interesting pieces.I bought this book because I buy *EVERYTHING* about

Stickley/Mission/Roycroft furniture. I do not regret the purchase, but I will probably never make any

of the projects, and if I did I would have to spend a half a day (at least) making production drawings

of the parts for the furniture.

I got this for my iPad and thought it offered a nice overview of mission-style furniture. So much

furniture that is called "mission style" is really modern mission-style furniture, which is soooo

different from the historical pieces. The pieces in this book are much more ornate and elaborate, in

a lot of ways, than their modern descendants. I learned a lot from this book, mainly in the areas of

joint work and design.
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